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       Project Explanation
The Mischief Airdrop Miner (MAM) is designed for individuals with a long-term vision and
rewards active participants on multiple fronts. You will not only be rewarded from the
expected 3% daily APR generated on your staked BUSD, the majority of taxes for entering the
Mischief Airdrop Miner buy DRIP token off the market and Airdrop it to Richie’s DRIP Team Rich
or Rekt (link to team at the top of the page and the end of the whitepaper). That DRIP token
will land in your Faucet which gives you a guaranteed 365% return paid in more DRIP.

SH!TCOINS! is your current estimated "total value locked", an estimated value of your total
share of the MAM contract. Once SH!TCOINS! are bought, they work for you indefinitely,
therefore your TVL can not be withdrawn in one lump sum. When you buy SH!TCOINS! , they
fill your basket with BUSD throughout the day with an estimated daily total of 3% of your TVL.
You can pocket or compound the BUSD accumulated in your basket every 24 hrs. Pocketing
too often will ensure a decrease in your TVL, which in turn will ensure a decrease in your daily
payouts.

The MAM is not for those who want instant profits that ultimately harm others. Miners can be
viewed as internal tokens whose value rises and falls based on the combined actions of the
community, just like any other coin or token that you may hold. But, unlike your average
coins and tokens, MAM allows you to stabilize and increase your TVL by taking long-term
advantage of its compound, referral, airdrop and lottery features.



       Key Features

Daily Top 5 SH!TCOINS!
Deposits

0.5% Charity
Allocation

Built-in Anti-Bot
Launch System

Crypto Mischief NFT
Utility

Daily SH!TCOINS!
Lottery

Up to 3% Daily
~ 1095% APR



       Audits and Safety
Mischief Airdrop Miner has been audited and
certified by George Stamp Audits.  Additionally,
Richie - the developer of Mischief Airdrop Miner
- is well known from his YouTube Channel.

georgestamp.xyz/2022/09/mischief-
airdrop-miner-mam/

George Stamp Audit



        High Daily Rewards

With the Mischief Airdrop Miner you get daily
rewards of 3% on your deposit.

3%
Daily Reward

~ 1095% APR



5% of each deposit will be put into the rewards pool
of each user who deposits into the protocol. 

Rank 2
25%

Rank 4
15%

       Shitcoin Sniper

Rank 5
10%

Top Depositor Event will run every 24 hours and then the
top 5 in the leader boards will share the prize pool.

Rewards will be used to buy SH!TCOINS! and be
added to the investors to further increase their
earning potential.

Rewards pool is capped to 2,000 BUSD every
day, ensuring the health of the protocol will
not be affected by the feature.

Rewards Distribution

Rank 1
30%

Rank 3
20%

How the Top Depositor Pool is distributed



       Shitcoin Lottery

Lottery will run every 24 hours or if the 1000 max
participants has been reached per round.

20 tickets are max amount of tickets per user for
each round (100 BUSD = 20 Tickets)

5% of each deposited or compounded
amount will be put in to the rewards pool
which is capped at 1000 BUSD per round.

5 BUSD deposit = 1 per ticket which is based
on the investors deposit or compound amount.

90% of the total rewards pool will be used to buy
SH!TCOINS! and be sent to the winning investors
address and 10% will stay in the contract.



       Charity Fund
1.5% of all deposits go to the charity wallet. This wallet
aims to do good deeds for the less fortunate communities
around the world while also advertising the MAM. 

Charity wallet address:
0xB485e66ab85473e0a717eB7d33b7Aa74330a392c

What we already did

Past donations have been building a clean water
well for a Cambodian Village and sponsoring a Thai
Football team. 



       Treasury Fund

MAM team buddy address for airdrops: 
0x8b3D943B0208b98D7C2502eFd0B98d06b8BA82bD

Treasury Wallet: 
0xD52F5885778559Dc97a67b0102f85B62E777f7F2

3% of all deposits go to the DRIP Treasury wallet. This wallet
has two actions. 

It stakes BNB into the DRIP reservoir to provide liquidity for the
drip.community. This will be 100% compounded and withdrawn
to be airdropped at a future date. 

It buys DRIP token and airdrops it to the MAM Drip team. 



       Partnerships
The MAM is part of the Fortune Hunters Ecosystem. FH believes in
building sustainable passive income platforms which utilize
external income streams to inject into the total value locked.

The FH ecosystem includes 

The Mischief Airdrop Miner (BUSD)

The Farm of Fortune (BNB)

The FH NFT collection (opensea)

The Cake of Fortune (CAKE)

The Elk of Fortune (ELK)

The Mischief of Fortune (USDC 2023 launch) 



       Mirror Pools
The MAM boasts several income streams to ensure that the tvl can
never go to zero. These mirror pools are exterior funds held in low risk
yield farms like pancakeswap and also investments into crypto
trading bots. They inject BUSD into the contract balance every week.
There are 2 main MAM mirror pools. 

Mirror Pool 1
Hodl funds from the MAM owners own crypto holdings. 100% of
the yield is injected. 

Mirror Pool 2
A permanent pool of crypto which was gifted from the Fortune
Hunters ecosystem. This will grow with the success of FH and
feed into the MAM forever. 

0xEacDc50fdA6f523BcF8e870D127f41d83553b6c8



       Referral System

8 -16%
Referral Bonus

The Mischief Miner has the first ever “Elastic Referral System” or the ERS.
Where in the referral percentage will depend on the true value locked in the
contract. If the contract balance is growing the referral reward is set at 8%. If
the contract balance is shrinking the referral reward is boosted to 12%.

For planned Marketing Events the referral rewards explodes to 16%! Referral
Rewards are converted as SH!TCOINS! increasing the investors share value of
the Miner crushing the competition.



Follow Crypto Mischief

YouTube Twitter Telegram

Drip Utility NFT

https://www.youtube.com/c/CryptoMischief
https://t.me/cryptomischief2
https://twitter.com/CryptoMischief
https://drip.community/faucet?buddy=0x8b3D943B0208b98D7C2502eFd0B98d06b8BA82bD
https://cryptomischief.io/


M E D I A

www.mischiefminer.io

... and earn a 3% return on your
investment every day!

Design by GLP Media
glp-media.com

Get some
SH!TCOINS!
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